
HOW TO WRITE A LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION SAMPLES EMPLOYEE

Need some help writing a letter of recommendation for employment? Check out our free downloadable recommendation
letter templates for.

What is a letter of recommendation? Download the free template as a MS word doc and fill in all the
necessary details. Sincerely Your Signature hard copy letter Typed Name Expand More Employment
Recommendation Letter Examples Here is a selection of recommendation letters covering a wide variety of
situations that you can use to get ideas for your own letters. Paula not only headed the project, she ensured its
success by demonstrating leadership abilities that her classmates both admired and respected. An honest
recommendation provides the recipient with a personalized account of your experiences with the applicant.
Her above-average performance is a direct result of her hard work and strong focus. In addition to writing
effective training modules for sales representatives, Sarah assumed a leadership role in sales meetings,
inspiring and motivating other employees. She was the first to take advantage of the knowledge these meetups
offered and implemented it in her own work. If you know the candidate is applying to be a medical assistant or
a salesperson, you can tailor your letter to mention relevant skills and experience accordingly. At first glance,
they seem like a completely different animal from a regular recommendation letter, but they are essentially
just a more concise version. If you have information about the job or program the employee is applying to,
tailor your letter to reflect specific requirements. I regularly received unsolicited praise from customers
commending Sharon's outstanding level of service, professionalism, and follow-through. I would highly
recommend Jim for any position he chooses to pursue. Think carefully about saying yes. General
Recommendation for a Former Employee This is a recommendation letter for a former employee. Reference
Letter Example for an Employee You can use this reference letter sample as a model. Consider it good career
karma; after all, you never know when you'll need a letter of recommendation for yourself, and your colleague
may be happy to return the favor. Michelle possesses the ultimate "can do" attitude while taking on all tasks
with a positive energy and a smile. Michele has excelled in this role, exhibiting one of the highest levels of
productivity I have seen in an assistant during my year tenure with the company. Last year, we had one client
who sent data in Excel that needed extensive cleanup. Out of a class of students, Paula graduated with honors
in the top  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. An example was when [insert example]. I
highly recommend Sarah for employment. You can then elaborate on their skills, strengths, and experiences
that make them an exceptional employee. Recommendation Letter from a Manager As a supervisor , you may
be asked to write a recommendation for a current member of your team. Whenever there is any need for
volunteers in our town, Bianca always enthusiastically signs up without the slightest hesitation, eager to help
in any way she can. Recommendation Letter Template Use this template as a starting point for writing your
own letter of recommendation. Here are two examples of personal recommendation letters. If you need more
information or specific examples, please do not hesitate to contact me at [Contact Information]. Use our
reference letter template to shape your own letter of recommendation format. I assure you that her
commitment to her professional career, as well as her high moral values are without question. If they have the
name of the hiring manager, they should let you know that as well. Muriel did a terrific job in her position and
was an asset to our organization during her tenure with the office. I have 15 years of experience working as a
statistician and client services specialist and have seen many young professionals come and go.


